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Geophysical Surrey

ROOSEVELT TOWNSHIP

District of Sudbury

INTRODUCTIONS

This report presents the results of a geophysical survey ne.de for 

falconbridge Nickel Vines, Ltd. in January-February, 1954.

LOCATIONt

The group of 9 claims partially covered is located in the west portion 

of the north hair '.f Roosevelt Township in the Sudbury Mining District* The survey 

covered the water area of the following claims.

S 73464
65
66
67 

S 62383
84
85
86
87

ACCESS:

Access to the area was made by air from Sudbury*

An east-west base-line was cut across the claims and stations established 

every 400 feet from which cross-lines were run. Magnetic and electromagnetic 

observations were made at 100' intervals along these lines. The instruments used 

were a Sharpe Schmidt-type vertical variometer and McPhar electro-magnetic apparatus.
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DTCERPRBTATION 07 OBSERVATIONS;

Prior to this surrey an occurrence of nickel-bearing sulphides was 

observed on the north shore of Little Bear Lake in Claim No. S 62587. The occurrence 

is only slightly magnetic, the sulphides present being predominantly millerite and 

pyrite.

It was hoped that additions or extensions to the sulphide zone might be 

picked up by means of the electro-magnetic apparatus. However, it was found that 

the mineral occurrence did not yield any reaction with the electro-magnetic apparatus. 

An electrical conducting zone was observed, however, to run through the centre of 

Little Bear Lake from east to west* This zone was checked at a number of places with 

the magnetometer to determine whether or not the anomalous electrical conducting 

zone was also magnetic. Only inconclusive results were obtained over this zone although 

a 1,200-foot portion at the east end of the lake did give a series of "lows** with a 

magnitude of about 400 gammas.

Three north-south faults are postulated to offset the electrical conducting 

zone. The central fault is postulated from topographic, geologic and electro-magnetic 

indications. A previous survey made in 1953 indicated a fault with a displacement 

east-side north which agrees with the electro-magnetic offset. In addition to this 

a definite topographic depression is observable on both sides of the lake. The 

westerly fault is postulated from topographic and electro-magnetic indications. A 

definite depression exists on both sides of the lake and an offset in the electrical 

conducting zone was observed. The easterly fault is postulated solely from an offset 

of the electrical conducting zone. 

CONCLUSIONt

Diamond drilling is planned for the future with the intention of testing 

the conducting zone at several points to determine it's nature.
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PERTINENT INFORMATION RgaARDINQ THIS SURVKYl

On the accompanying map the magnetic results are plotted-to a base 

of 900 gammaa. The Sharpe magnetometer had a scale constant of 21.9 gammas 

per scale diTision.

The electro-magnetic results are plotted in terms of degrees of receiving 

coil dips and the conducting zone is indicated by dashed lines.

The surrey has not been tied in with any Ontario Department of Mines 

base stations and is the first geophysical work done in the area by this company.

A total of 27,800 feet of line was established by transit control and 

chained. The stations so located were read with the electro-magnetic equipment.

The work was done under the general supervision of O.S.W* Bruce, li.A. So., 

P. Eng. The party consisted of;

D. T. Anderson B. So. - Operator.

P.H.R. Campbell - Technical assistant.

The work was commenced January 15, 1954 and completed February 81, 1954. 

Twenty-seten man days work was done.

The claims are unsunreyed but are properly staked and tagged. The east 

and west endb of the base line were established by transit and are well marked on 

the shore line.

Toronto, Ontario 
February 26, 1954

D. T. Anderson, B* So.
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STATQffiNT OF MAN-DAB REQUIRED TQ COMPLETE . ', 
GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY OF ROOSEVELT TOWNSHIP 

____________CLAIMS____________

(a) Line cutters

(b) Instrument oparatora and technical assistants 
Instrument Operator! D.T. Anderson, B.So. 
Technical Assistant: P.H.R. Campbell

January 15 - Feb. 21, 1954i Total (a) and (b) - 27 

(o) Consultants

(i) Field work? O.S.V. Bruce, M.A.So., P. Eng.
January 9-11, inclusive * 3

(ii) Office workt O.S.W. Bruce, M.A.Se., P. Eng.
February 24-26, inclusive - 3

(d) Draughtsman

D,T. Anderson, B.Se.,
February 23-26, inclusive -

Total Actual Personnel Tiut in Man-Days - 37

Assessment work equivalent 37 x 4 146 days
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